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» Civil Engineering Drawings 

» Architectural drawings 

» Detail drawings 

» Landscape Drawings 

» As built drawings 

» Shop drawings 

 



» A schematic representation of a building, 
object, or component made according to 
defined conventions and projected to serve in 
the construction or fabrication 

» Engineering drawings are frequently used to 
describe public works projects, such as: bridges, 
highways, and dams. 

 



» A sketch, diagram, plan used to design, construct, and document 
buildings and other structures. 
 

» Describe form & construction of building component. 
 

» The drawings may be used to indicate the overall appearance, 
inside or outside the structure, or they may be used to indicate 
precise measurements and other details for construction.  
 

» It is the base drawings for other construction works such as 
electrical, sewage, mechanical 
 

» Drawings, especially those for construction purposes, may be 
issued as a set, with different sheets indicating different types of 
construction (electrical, mechanical, plumbing).  



» Detail drawings provide a detailed description 
of a part of an object such as a building, bridge, 
tunnel, machine, plant, and so on. They tend to 
be large-scale drawings that show 
in detail parts that may be included in 
less detail on general arrangement drawings 

» These drawings are also known as blow ups 



» Architectural drawings that reflect changes 
made during the construction process, 
recording differences between the original 
design and the completed structure. 

» As-built drawings are based on design drawings 
used during construction, where as measured 
drawings are usually made long after 
construction is completed and no design 
drawings exist 

 



» It  is a drawing or set of drawings produced by 
the contractor, supplier, manufacturer, 
subcontractor, or fabricator. 

»  Shop drawings are typically required for pre-
fabricated components.  

» Examples of these include: elevators, structural 
steel, trusses, pre-cast, windows, appliances, 
cabinets, air handling units and millwork. 



» Shop drawings are not produced by architects 
and engineers under their contract with the 
owner.  

» The shop drawing is the manufacturer’s or the 
contractor’s drawn version of information 
shown in the construction documents.  

» The shop drawing normally shows more detail 
than the construction documents.  

» It is drawn to explain the fabrication of the 
items to the manufacturer’s production crew.  



Garden design and landscape 
planning is the art of designing 
and creating plans for the 
layout of plants, gardens and 
landscapes.  
 
Most professional garden 
designers are trained in 
principles of design and in 
horticulture, and have an 
expert knowledge and 
experience of using plants.  
 
Some professional garden 
designers are also landscape 
architects, a more formal level 
of training that usually 
requires an advanced degree 
and often a state license.  

Landscape Drawings  



Building Drawings  



» A building or construction project requires a complete set of 
specialised drawings. These drawings, called a project set, are used 
by the local planning department and building control, as well as 
by builders, joiners, plumbers, electricians and water, gas and 
telephone engineers. 
 

» The buildings are designed by an architect with a team of 
technicians and surveyors to help plan and produce the drawings. 

   
» Drawings for new buildings require approval from the building 

control department and the planning department before 
construction work can begin. The building control department 
checks that the quality of design and construction meet the 
standards/ byelaws.  The planning department assesses whether 
or not the style and proportions of the proposed building are 
appropriate for the location. 



Depending upon the purpose they serve, construction/ working 
drawings include: 
» Architectural Drawings: Architectural drawing can be termed as 

the mother drawing for all the other drawings used for 
construction 

» Structural Drawings 
» Electrical Drawings 
» Plumbing Drawings 
» Finishing/ Detail Drawings 
Other Drawings: 
» Mechanical drawings 
» Civil drawings 

 
» Traditionally, working drawings consist of two-dimensional 

orthogonal projections of the building or component they are 
describing, such as plans, sections and elevations 















Some of the symbols used in Floor Plans 

French or Twin Doors 

Regular Doors 

Bi-Fold Doors 
Sliding Doors Pocket Doors Accordion-Fold 

Doors 

Pair of Windows Window 



» The height for all passage doors must be a minimum of 
6’-6” and the standard width sizes for 
interior doors are 24”, 28”, 30”, 32” and 36”. The 
minimum recommended door width to allow persons 
with disabilities' to pass through is 36 inches 
 

» Door frame size 
» The average measurement of 3’-0” by 6’-6” inches 

refers to the door panel itself, not including the frame. 
The frame extends beyond the panel, and is installed 
into the rough opening. 

» Door Frame: 4” x 4” 
 









Standard Sizes: 3 to 7 Feet 


























